SMT Feeder Calibration jig

---Can be suitable for variety feeders.

Do you always meet the following problem?

• Feeder feeding position has a deviation?
• High deposit rate?
• Patch of defective rate is high?
• Greatly influence the production efficiency?

Why not use a smart machine to solve this problem for you?

SMT FEEDER CALIBRATION JIG:
Bringing you convenience, shortcut and inerrability of using the SMT FEEDER Calibration Jig. To help you more progress controls the SMT FEEDER.
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Specification:

- Working Voltage: 220V/AC(50Hz) 60W
- Machine Size: 350*500*550 mm
- Machine Weight: 45Kg
SMT Feeder Calibration jig

Specification:

- Working Voltage: 220V/AC(50Hz) 60W
- Material: aluminum and iron
- Air Pressure: 5KG/cm²
- Visual System: 50 times magnification CCD camera
- Lighting system: Ring the LED lighting
- Display system: Ultra bright LED color display
- Feeding control: Precise 8 * 2mm / 12 * 4 mm / 16 * 8mm and 24*8mm feeder control zone
- Power supply: 220V, 50Hz
- Machine Size: 350*500*550 mm
- Weight: 45Kg
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Characteristics:

- The operation is simple, the external appearance is simple and cleverly.
- X, Y, H -three stalks, adoption Japan importing and the high accuracy wheel gear drive, precision and credibility.
- 50X CCD; with LED lighting, appearance clearer.
- Install dynamoelectric, single and continuous strike LEVER, simulate machine action.
- Observing the wheel gear dynamic state step the conditions.
- With standard calibration Ruler to adjust component centeral.
Simple Operating:

1. Switch on: use the Jig. correct signal wire connects into the display VIDEO plug, confirming power supply, correct connects into the power supply and monitor.

2. Press power switch, the Jig. Press-pole has not original position, will return to original position automatically. The display will show cross cursor, The Jig. Completed self-check.

3. POWER (ON/OFF) power switch: Use to control machine power switch, Press ON direction, the machine connects into power supply, pressing OFF direction, breaking the machine power supply.
Check our Facebook home page

- "Auto Insertion"

can find more informations you need.
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